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This week the children and I have been extremely busy developing our 
class rules and establishing a sense of community within our classroom.  
We discussed what kind of rules we need for our classroom to be a safe, 
happy place where we can accomplish our hopes and dreams for the 
year.  During the week, each child illustrated one of our class rules.  Earlier 
in the week, the children participated in a discussion about their hopes 
and dreams for this year in kindergarten. We continue to work on 
practicing our routines and procedures in and out of the classroom.  I am 
already amazed at the difference a week makes in their interactions with 
classmates and ability to follow directions. 

Our days begin with choral readings of many favorite books and poems.  
Some include Chica Chica Boom Boom, Here Are My Hands, "ABC 
MARCH", and “Ready!”.  This week the children did a great job discussing, 
The Sunflower House .  The nonfiction book  Sunflower was also read and 
discussed. The children rotated through a few activities this week.  These 
included a making a sunflower, drawing their self-portrait, illustrating a rule 
and making their own Chica Chica Boom Boom tree.   

MATH 



Counting forward and backward with our number chart using a variety of 
hand and body motions is how we start our math lessons.  The Shapes 
Game has quickly become a favorite activity for our class! The children 
select a shape from a rectangle, square, circle or triangle. Then they have 
to follow the directions in the song such as stand up if you have a circle or 
sit down if you have a square.  A hidden shape paper was completed 
where the children had to identify the four shapes and color them 
correctly. The children are also exploring math manipulatives that are 
housed in individual baggies. 
 

RELIGION 
Our week began with celebrating Mary’s birthday. The children knew that Mary 
is Jesus’ mother and were very happy to color a birthday card for Mary.  The first 
chapter in our religion book is “I Am a Child of God”.  The children heard the 
story, “God’s Love is Bigger Than the Sky!” and discussed events in the story. The 
children are also enjoying learning the song, “Children of God” along with hand 
motions.  
 

ODDS AND ENDS 

 

*Afternoon virtual sessions will be Wednesday and Thursday starting at 1:30. I will 
send the Zoom link next week. 
*Our Back To School Night will be held on Zoom.  I will let you know the exact 
date and time in the very near future  
*Thank you to those parents who sent in your hopes and dreams for your child’s 
kindergarten year.  If you haven’t had a chance to do this yet, please send it in 
ASAP. 

*If you have any questions, please write a note in the BEE folder or e-mail me @ 
ctropeano@icsclinton.org.  I try to check my email each morning but if it is 
something I need to know immediately please send a note in the BEE folder.  
Thank you! 

Until next time…. God Bless! 


